Bilingual Spanish/English edition of 28,000 terms illustrated with 4,800 color pictures. An unparalleled reference to the world around us. 4,800 color illustrations show what other dictionaries can only describe in black and white text. From the parts of a honeybee to the parts of a bulldozer, the scope and depth is immense. Each key word and phrase is connected to a detailed illustration making identification quick and accurate. The clear, concise illustrations are organized into a series of fully indexed sections. Using The Firefly Spanish/English Visual Dictionary makes finding and translating the names of thousands of terms is fun, accurate, easy and fast. The dictionaries cover: - Astronomy and Earth - Flora, fauna and humans - Food, Kitchen and around the House - Gardening, clothing, articles - Arts and architecture - Communications, transport and machinery - Energy, science and society - Sports and games. This bilingual edition is ideal for anyone learning Spanish, as well as those learning English as a second language.

I first saw this great dictionary in a public library in Pueblo, Co. and was so intrigued I had to buy it. As usual Amazon had it for a great price. Can you imagine a two page spread showing a Boeing 747 with all its parts indicated in Spanish and English? How about a two page spread showing the seating of a symphony orchestra with the instrument names in both languages. Or, how about a picture of the parts of a bicycle or tools in your shop or garden.

There is something here for everyone! Over 3000 illustrations for illustration of 28,000 Spanish and English terms.

Wow! Worth owning!
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